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1.0 Introduction
1.1

Experience Masterplanning

The subject of this paper is the need for Experience Masterplanning in destination branding and
marketing.
I have coined the term “experience masterplanning” to describe the process I use to turn destination
development vision and destination brand strategy into reality. It is equivalent to, and a precursor to,
spatial masterplanning and economic development planning, both of which can be “fed” by experience
masterplanning and be the richer for it, or, less prosaically, more realistic.

1.2

Poorly Informed Clients – The Stimulus for Experience
Masterplanning

Over the last few years I have been stimulated by requests from, and the behaviour of, poorly informed
clients and would-be clients, to recognise the need for proper planning of the experiences that
destinations want to offer and the need to inform and educate the market on the need for and value of
experience masterplanning.
Triggers for this included clients:
•

Commissioning spatial masterplanners to commence the process of development of places or
sites and expecting them to understand what the offer of a place might be in the future, who
and where the market for that offer might be and the viability of the offer; or,

•

Framing brand proposals for places without first assessing, in detail, what their assets are,
their points of difference, and how the brand was to be realised; or,

•

Failing to market-test proposals for a new offer with consumers and investors; or,

•

Thinking that a new logo design and tag line represented a new experience that would be
realised simply through the use of the logo on collateral and PR materials.

Light bulbs of understanding on the need for experience masterplanning only lit up in client’s heads
when:
•

Spatial masterplan designs failed to stack-up economically and they would ask more searching
questions about what kind of offer might be viable;

•

The enormity of what it takes to frame a realistic and comprehensive destination brand strategy
dawned and there was a recognition that solely pursuing a marketing and PR based initiative
would not realise the destination development of their place;

•

The widespread use of a logo by itself without any substance to back it up resulted in little
meaningful change, or demand;

would its value and use be understood.

1.3

Why Plan Experiences?

The simple answer is that experiences – of many kinds - lie at the heart of the offer of destinations.
They and the offers that create them should be the focus of place and destination brand strategy and
the marketing that communicates them to consumers.
For me a destination brand is “A heart and mind opening promise of what somebody can expect to
experience when they invest time or money in a location, and proactively working across a complex
delivery system to ensure that promise is realised each and every time people come in to contact with
1
the brand offer” .
1

Ed Burghard, USA Small Town and Rural Development Conference, 2009.
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Many destinations, and many places that want to become destinations, are largely developed through
processes of spatial masterplanning and architectural design, so why not devote the same importance
and resources to detailed planning of their brand offers and experiences?
In my experience a lot of spatial masterplanning has been found wanting as it has not been based on a
thorough analysis of what consumers do, or want to do, in the place, or the relationships between
those activities, the economics of providing them with those offers and the “power” of them as
attractions to change the identity and reputation of the place.
I believe that scoping out the range of experiences that you want your destination to offer to
consumers, and planning them in sufficient detail to realise those experiences, will bring greater clarity
and precision to destination brand planning and delivery, and will realise brand vision and brand
promises.
2

It will also, to coin a phrase from Phillip Kotler” , “help to deliver a product to a target market at a profit”.
Destinations that can plan, develop and deliver to consumers the experiences they desire in a cost
effective and profitable way will work better and in the way the brand describes them, especially so if
that planning comes before, and informs, economic development strategy, spatial masterplanning and
building design.
In my practice experience masterplanning is a people focussed way of:
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•

Connecting destination brand vision and strategy to brand realisation and marketing the
promised experience knowing it can be delivered;

•

Guiding place-based change – to ensure that the destination develops in a way that the brand
has promised and that it will be delivered and operated and managed effectively.

•

Planning a promised or desired offer and set of experiences for consumers that have been
identified through market research and which can be shown to have sufficient demand to be
economically viable;

•

Taking “on-brand” actions that deliver the brand promise and exemplify the brand in action –
giving priority to planning and implementing proposals that truly exemplify the brand offer and
not supporting those that are “off-brand”; in other words using the plan as a means of selecting
and choosing the most appropriate investments and projects.

•

Identifying what (activities/services/events) should happen in the physical spaces available,
and between them, – activities that consumers want to undertake or be involved in;

•

Informing three dimensional design to ensure that designs for spaces are fit for purpose and
the needs of consumers as well as occupiers;

•

Populating spatial and economic planning with an understanding of consumers needs, wants
and desires – as all too often spatial masterplans do not take consumer assessments into
account and economic development rarely devotes sufficient attention to consumer behaviour.

Phillip Kotler, London Business Forum, 2008.
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2.0 What’s Involved in Experience
Masterplanning?
2.1

What Kinds of Experience can be Planned for?

Many kinds of experience can be planned for in implementing a destination brand strategy. Attention
needs to be given to the experiences that the brand promises for people who live and work in the
place, for employers running businesses there, for people visiting it, and for prospective inward
investors. These can include:
•

Learning and training environments – modern learning hubs and university quarters;

•

Informal spaces between buildings and and formal public places and the range of things
people can do and see there;

•

The location and nature of streets, roads, walkways and footpaths – the facilities and services
located on them and the things that will happen along them;

•

Town centres – their offers and facilities, their gathering places and the activities and events
that they host;

•

Indoor and outdoor centres – retail, leisure and entertainment places;

•

Events – formal and informal;

•

Services – such as policing, street cleansing, street and place lighting, provision of water for
water features;

•

Transportation – points of access to places and their attractions and the provision of bus, tram
and train routes, and clear signage to enable connectivity.

2.2

Types of Destination Whose Experiences can be
Masterplanned for Consumers

Experience Masterplanning can be undertaken for a variety of types of destination:
•

New settlements – new residential areas on former brownfield land or on greenfield land;

•

City and town centres undergoing renewal and regeneration;

•

High Streets/main streets being improved;

•

Commercial office centres being upgraded or rebuilt;

•

Public places – square, parks, gardens;

•

Sports and entertainment complexes – in and out of town;

•

Cultural and heritage quarters;

•

Transportation hubs that are more than just stations – St Pancras station in London for
example;

•

Events - festivals – music, writing, art, food, sports, etc.

•

Resorts and holiday villages.

In fact, almost anywhere that wants to attract or retain an audience and deliver on a promised brand
offer and experience.
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2.3

Types of Offer and Experiences that can be
Masterplanned

Many types of offer and experience can be masterplanned:
These include offers and experiences for residents, visitors, workers, learners, employers, investors,
and operators; for example:
•

Living offers - new and renewed housing and related open-spaces

•

Fun offers - retail, leisure and entertainment services

•

Job offers - places that offer employment

•

Learning offers- further and higher education services

•

Business offers - premises – new and improved buildings for occupation by employers

•

Investment offers - development opportunities, including sites for new attractions and facilities,
buildings to house attractions, areas for comprehensive renewal or new settlements.

2.4

Key Questions to be Addressed in Experience
Masterplanning

Below are a number of the key questions that need to be addressed and answered when preparing an
experience masterplan. They chiefly concern what the offer of the destination is, who accesses it, how
it works, what consumers want by way of improvements, what the new attractors might be, who new
occupiers might be and what new offers might consist of:
•

What kind of place is this and what are its assets – characteristics, attractions, facilities,
services – its assets?

•

What kinds of people are here already – categories of consumers, their characteristics and
their number?

•

How do they spend their time and money – what do they work at, what do they do in their
leisure time?

•

What facilities and services do they use, in what combinations and and with what frequency?

•

What experiences do they value and want, e.g. more independent shops on high streets, better
sports facilities in parks, live music and theatre, etc.?

•

What facilities and services are lacking for a population of this nature – types of shop and
leisure facilities, and why?

•

Who/what else do we want to attract and why; e.g. certain types of employers and
manufacturers?

•

What’s the market for new development propositions:

•

o

For new buildings, new spaces, areas being renewed?

o

Who will occupy new buildings and space in the place and what will they offer by way
of services and activities for consumers?

Who will buy the offer from the occupiers and with what frequency?

Many of these questions can be answered through careful and targeted market research and focussed
on-going data collection.

2.5

Specific Challenges of Experience Masterplanning

There are a number of specific challenges that need to be recognised and addressed when
undertaking experience masterplanning, as follows:
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•

Clarifying the defining offer(s) of the place – its assets, attractors, infrastructure, services,
events – the ones that mark it out and distinguish it from other places;

•

Clarifying the types of experiences it provides and for whom – its consumer market place residents, workers, learners, visitors, employers and investors;

•

Understanding the destination brand’s ambition for new offers and experiences - attractors,
infrastructure, services, events – and who the offers are aimed at;

•

Planning the linkages between the offers and how they can effectively be grouped together –
spatially and as packages of activities;

•

Assessing the risks and appraising the costs of developing new offers – attractors,
infrastructure, services and events;

•

Identifying and generating investment for improvement and development of the offer and
calculating the potential scale of returns;

•

Involving investors and operators in the planning process and mManaging and coordinating the
implementation of the many elements of the plan.

•

Managing the on-going planning process;

•

Monitoring and evaluating the impact of the plan based on agreed targets and key
performance indicators (KPI’s).

2.6

Benefits of Experience Masterplanning

There are a number of identifiable benefits for destination development which flow from undertaking
experience masterplanning which include:
•

The process is an effective way of turning brand vision and strategy into reality;

•

The process provides clarity on action to realise the desired offer

•

Planning in this way effectively guides desired change;

•

The process unites and enables collaboration between stakeholders;

•

The process enables collective place leadership – place brand partnerships;

•

This type of planning is an effective vehicle for partnerships to develop their place in a
comprehensive fashion;

•

The process enable partnerships to monitor the performance of their destination against
agreed targets and KPI’s;

•

The process provides clarity on delivery roles and responsibilities.
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3.0 Placematters Approach to
Experience Masterplanning
Our approach to the design and development of experience masterplans is based on two models:

3.1

•

The Locum Destination Development Model;

•

The Placematters Brand Compass.

The Locum Destination Development Model

Originally created in the early noughties by Locum Destination Consulting (which became part of
Colliers CRE in 2006) this model, illustrated in Exhibit 1 below, is a tried and tested way of both
auditing a destination and planning its development.
Exhibit 1 – the Locum Consulting Destination Development Model©

The seven core elements of the model can be summarised as follows:
Attractors – the major assets and attractions of the place that draw people to live there, work there,
learn there or to visit.
Markets – the types of consumers who are attracted to the place, their characteristics and where they
come from;
Infrastructure – roads, bus networks, rail networks, access points such as stations and airports; digital
networks and carrying capacity; marketing networks and capabilities;
Sustainability – the sustainability of the scale and sources of investment available for the
development of the offer and experience of the destination and the sustainability of the structures
created to house them;
Services – the range of services that support and complement the core assets and attractions – e.g.
food and beverage, events programmes,
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Management – the way in which the destination is managed overall and the way in which its
attractions, facilities and services are managed; and the fit of the management styles to the
destination’s brand values and essence;
Brand – the brand vision and essence that captures what the place is about and the brand strategy to
develop its offer and communicate it to target markets.

3.2

The Placematters Brand Compass

We use the output from this model as an input to our Brand Compass which we use to build brand
strategy for places and destinations. This is illustrated below in figure 2.
Figure 2 – The Placematters Brand Compass©

This brand development tool has six elements which can be summarised as follows:
Brand Vision – this is the vision for the development of the offer and experience of the destination
expressed as a brand.
Place Offer – this is the range of types of offer that the destination has or wishes to develop that,
together, combine to create its promised set of experiences. We use the process of Experience
masterplanning to undertake the detailed planning and development of new offers and experiences.
Brand Proposition – this is the overall proposition of the destination – the offer that distinguishes and
identifies it and differentiates it from its competition and other destinations. This is based on the core
value propositions of the place, however many, that are targeted at the core audiences that the place
wants to retain or attract.
Brand Testing – refers to the process we employ to test a brand in its target markets before
undertaking active brand product and service development and complementary marketing.
Brand Implementation – refers to the process we use to define where, when and at what scale the
core brand value propositions will be delivered to target audiences and the ways in which they will be
marketed to them.
Brand Management – refers to the way in which the stakeholders in a brand will collectively manage
its implementation, its marketing, evaluating its impact and its future development.
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3.3

Positioning Experience Masterplanning

Figure 3 below illustrates a widely practiced approach to the development of place and destination
brands.
Figure 3 Destination Brand Development Process

Figure 4 by comparison illustrates where Placematters inserts and undertakes experience
masterplanning.
Figure 4 Brand Development Process Incorporating Experience Masterplanning

As the figure 4 illustrates positioning experience masterplanning between brand strategy and
marketing and promotion informs marketing and promotion but it also informs a wider range of
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considerations, as illustrated by figure 5 below, including, for example, spatial masterplanning and the
attraction of inward investment.
Figure 5 Experience Masterplanning Core Elements and how they Inform Brand Activity

Figure 5 above illustrates the core elements of experience masterplanning as practiced by
Placematters:
Attractors – identification of the desired attractors which will cement or develop the destination’s
identity and brand vision; which can involve detailed specification of the offer and experience, the
location of the offer, the market for the offer, the cost of developing the offer, the value and income
generation of the offer, cost/benefit and development appraisal analyses.
Infrastructure – identification, planning, funding and delivery of new infrastructure required to connect
the destination internally and externally; e.g. new tramways and bus routes, new stations, new railway
lines, new car parks, new utility supply networks, new digital networks.
Services – identification, planning, funding and delivery of services that support and complement the
main attractors; e.g. food and beverage facilities, new hotels.
Funding Plans – assessment of the costs of individual projects that will constitute the overall plan and
its total costs, identification of sources of funding, preparation of funding bids and an overall financial
management plan.
Investment Opportunities – identification of all of the potential investment opportunities associated
with the planned offer, preparation of a Prospectus to promote them and attract inward investment,
identification of potential investors and pitches to them.
Experience Management – the management of existing and new attractions and services and the
overall management of the plan to ensure that the experience promised by the brand is the experience
that consumers actually have of the destination.
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3.4

What Experience Masterplanning Informs

Fundamentally, an experience masterplan informs:
•

The detailed development of individual proposals for new attractors, facilities, services and
infrastructure;

•

The development of spatial masterplans for areas, cities, towns;

•

The development of statutory plans such as Local Area development frameworks and local
Area action plans.

•

Detailed plans to attract inward investment to the place.

•

The marketing of the offer and the detailed proposals for its realisation.

Experience masterplans in their implementation also inform subsequent reviews of both the original
brand vision for the place as a destination and the original brand strategy.
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4.0 East Renfrewshire – A Place to
Grow
A Case Study in Experience Masterplanning

4.2

The Development of a Place Brand Initiative

In 2011 East Renfrewshire Council, a district unitary authority south and south west of the city of
Glasgow in the West of Scotland, decided on a powerful idea that it wanted to use to drive the future
development of its area – that it would be marketed as and become “a place to grow” – a place the
grow up in, a place to develop as a person, a place to grow a family, a place to grow a business, a
place to invest in and a place to visit to take the benefit of its range of offers and experiences. The
above graphic was designed to be used in marketing and promoting this initiative and to act as a sign
of recognition of the initiative and its many potential elements.

4.3

About the Area
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The area borders the city of Glasgow about six miles from its centre and is a major residential suburb
for many people who work in the city. It is also a very rural area with large areas of moorland, some of
which, as can be seen in the above photographs, have been locations for major investment in wind
power. It is an area of contrasts between small well preserved rural villages and prosperous suburbs. It
is also an area that has major pockets of dereliction and decay associated with former heavy industry
which has largely closed, for example the town of Barrhead in the Levern Valley on the border with
Paisley and Renfrewshire.
The area has a population estimated to be around 90,000 in 2011 with approximately 36,100
households.
The area has some of Scotland’s best quality and highest value housing alongside pockets of
significant urban deprivation and poor quality housing. It also has a deserved reputation as a place with
very high quality schools, a key factor in the attraction of the area as a place to live and bring up a
family.
In short, it is an area of contrasts, some of which present major challenges to the Council and some of
which provide the area with strong assets and attractors as a place to grow.

4.4

The Council’s Ambitions for the Area

Within its overall ambition of the area being a much desired place to grow the Council wants the area:
•

To retain reputation for a quality residential environment and as a great place to stay and a
place to relocate to.

•

To retain reputation for good quality schools, to be a great place to learn.

•

To develop a high quality innovative outdoors activity offer in rural areas and be a great place
to visit.

•

To renew old former industrial areas and communities with new housing, environment and
employment offers, to be a place with investment opportunities and a place to work.

•

To have modern community health care facilities to improve the physical and economic health
of disadvantaged residents.

•

To become an attractive place of business for small business and the service sector, a great
place remain and a great place to locate in.

4.5

A Place to Grow - Our Brief

Our brief consisted of six related and complementary elements, as follows:
•

Assess the work done to date on the development of the Place to Grow place brand initiative.

•

Carry out an audit on the area as a destination for people to live, work and visit and for
business to locate and base their operations.

•

Consult with the Council and partner organisations staff to identify their views on the future
development of the area.

•

Develop a draft vision for the future of the area as a place to grow.

•

Design a single strategic planning document to draw together all Council and private sector
initiatives that contribute to the realisation of the vision for the area as a place to grow.

•

Develop a messaging framework to communicate the Vision and the Experience Masterplan.
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4.6

Destination Audit Findings

A place of different kinds of places
In summary we concluded that the area was a mixture of different kinds of places, each with a good to
very attractive set of offers, constituting:
•

A place to run a business

•

A place to invest in

•

A place to work

•

A place to visit

•

A place to learn

•

A place to live well

All being key elements of a place to grow. There were areas with significant environmental, social and
economic challenges and the Council was already very proactive in addressing them, particularly in the
former heavily industrialised Levern Valley where it was leading the charge in acquiring brownfield sites
for development in partnership with housing, retail and commercial developers.

The Target Audiences for the Offer
We concluded that there were a variety of audiences for the offer of this set of places:
•

Developers and their investors

•

Existing and inward investing businesses

•

Start-up businesses/independent retailers

•

Visitors - day trippers – from the Southside of Glasgow, Greater Glasgow and the Central belt
and eco and green tourists from the rest of Scotland, other parts of the UK and abroad

•

Shoppers

•

Outdoors and sport enthusiasts

•

Local residents and families

•

Learners

Powerful Perceptions and Messages
We concluded that the place had:
•

A supportive business environment

•

A supportive/partnering council tyackiling the challenges of the pockets of urban deprivation
and identifying opportunities for improvement of rural villages.

•

A range of opportunities for attracting investment in housing, outdoors amenities, retail
facilities, leisure and entertainment services.Investment opportunities being created

•

A housinfg stock that was of high value and likely to increase in value.

•

A deserved reputation for high quality schools, a characteristic that would retain its
attractiveness as a place to live and attract new familiies to the area.

•

Opportunities for people to locate and grow their their businesses with a well qualified
workforce capable of employment who would like to work near to where they live.

•

A number of attractive town centres surrounded by quality housing accommodating residents
with high disposable income and therefore of considerable attraction to retailers to locate there.

•

Many historic and natural landscape and open space amenities capable of attracting day and
short stay visitors.
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Audit Conclusions
We reached three main conclusions:
•

If the vision of the Council for the area as a place to grow was to be realised then it required
development with and buy in from local stakeholders as a clear, compelling, imaginative
destination development vision that stakeholders could unite around and realise together.

•

To realise the vision rthere was a need for a single, comprehensive plan to coordinate
stakeholders and new developers investment in its realisation – to create the desired offer and
experience – an “Experience Masterplan”.

•

That a comprehensive messaging framework was required to communicate the action in the
plan and its benefits to the target audiences we had identified.

4.7

Vision Development Workshops

With the support of the Council we ran a number of workshops which brought together staff and
representatives of its departments and its private and community sector stakeholder partners to
explore the idea of the area as a place to grow with the intention of framing a compelling vision for its
development as such a place over the next twenty years.

There was considerable support for the development of the area as a desirable place to grow and
workshop participants undertook a variety of group exercises in sub-groups to identify the major
changes that might be expected to affect the area over the next twenty years and how they would
impact on the capacity of the area to cope with growth and their ideas for how it could become more
attractive as a place to live, learn, work and visit.

4.8

The Emerging Vision

The vision that emerged from the workshops confirmed support for the original idea of it being a place
to grow. In summary there was agreement that it would, over the next twenty years, become a place
with:
•

Be a place alive with all sorts of possibilities and opportunities, a place to achieve success.

•

A thriving sustainable economy which embraces renewables and supports an intelligent
service sector.

•

Has a high achieving education system

•

A strong quality housing market
18

•

Unique independent food, leisure and retail offerings

•

Some of the best quality urban green spaces and facilities in Scotland.

4.9

The Experience Masterplan

4.9.1

The Core Elements of the Plan

To realise this vision we identified that to become this kind of place to grow that the plan would have to
have six parallel and complementary elements, plans for: the development of the area as a place:
•

To run a business

•

To invest

•

To work

•

To visit

•

To learn

•

To live and be healthy

Figure 6 below illustrates the linkages between the core elements of the plan.

Figure 6

Below we summarise the desired experiences for each of these elements and the principal actions that
are being taken or planned to make them a reality.
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A Place to Run a Business
The objective here is to create a modern and supportive business environment where the experience
of doing business is positive and cost-effective; a place where new and expanding business is
welcomed. This will be achieved by:
•

Creating improved linkages between the services of East Renfrewshire Council.

•

Creating linkages between the business services of the Council, the local Chamber and private
business support companies.

•

An expansion of areas covered by approved Business Improvement District status.

•

Linkage of business services of the Council, local Chamber and private business support
companies.

•

Expansion of areas covered by approved Business Improvement Area status.

•

Provision and promotion of modern business space to meet the needs of modern businesses.

•

The creation and support of Smart Business Hubs and Networks.

•

Provision of support for and attraction of independent consulting businesses.

A Place to Invest
The objective here is to increase the supply of land in strategic locations in order to increase the level
of investment in new real estate in the area and make investment in it an efficient and profitable
experience for investors and developers. This will be achieved by:
•

Acquisition of former industrial land in Barrhead and the Levern Valley.

•

Further development of Spiersbridge Business Park.

•

Development of land in the M77 corridor.

•

Development of the former Nestle and Shanks sites in Barrhead.

A Place to Work
The objective here is to create a highly qualified and “can-do” labour market by supporting those most
at risk of unemployment with training and work experience, offering them a quality training and
employment experience. This will be achieved by:
•

Developing a Renfrewshire Employability Partnership

•

Developing Worker Plus, Worker Partnership and Modern Apprenticeship Programmes.

•

Developing a Get Ready for Work Programme.

•

Creating a Future Jobs Fund.

•

Developing the existing Construction Skills Academy.

•

Creating a range of Graduate Employability initiatives.

•

Expanding a Family Firm Programme.

•

Creating a Rural Skills Development Programme

•

Provision of employment support for Major Developments as they come on stream.

4.10

A Place to Visit

The objective here is to create an integrated Tourism offer to provide a joined-up tourism experience
through the development of a Tourism BID
Improve the quality and scope of tourism information to make the experience of planning a trip
pleasurable and effective by conducting a thorough review of the provision of tourist information and
develop proposals for its improvement. This will be achieved by:
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•

Creating a range of innovative outdoor recreation areas to provide a range of outdoor
experiences catering to a wide market, especially people who like to live fit and healthy
lifestyles:

•

Develop the amenities and outdoor sport offer at Whitelee Wind Farm on the Fenwick Moor

•

Improve accessibility to and develop amenities at Dams to Darnley Country Park, a major new
facility being developed by the Council and other stakeholders..

•

Improve the offer at Rouken Glen Park ( a traditional Victorian area formal landscaped park)
using Heritage Lottery Investment.

4.11

A Place to Learn

The objective here is to maintain and enhance the area’s reputation as a place of high quality
education provision with excellent exam results. This will be achieved by:
•

Maintaining highly rated schools and pass rates offering pupils a quality and effective learning
experience through programmes to raise attainment and achievement.

•

Providing modern education and learning facilities to give pupils a quality environment in which
to learn through school buildings capital improvement programmes.

•

Developing more effective links to the world of work to ensure that pupils understand it and
have the opportunity of experiencing it - development of the established Local Jobs
Partnership and continued development of vocational skills initiatives such as the Construction
Skills Academy.

•

Expanding and improving further and higher education provision in the area to offer young
people and adults a better quality training experience through the development of Barrhead
Learning and Leisure Hub and its replication in other parts of the area.

•

Increasing participation in Lifelong Learning by expanding provision and providing a positive
learning experience and environment through development of Family Learning and Older
Worker Learning programmes.

4.12

A Place to Live and be Healthy

The objective here is to maintain and enhance the current reputation of the area as being a good place
to live and to bring up the quality of the housing and living environment in the areas being regenerated.
This will be achieved by:
•

Providing greater choice of housing tenure to increase the attractiveness of the area to a wider
market of people, whose skills local businesses require, enabling people to experience
different forms of tenure to find out what’s right for them by increasing shared equity and other
forms of affordable housing

•

Increasing the housing stock by building new housing in accessible areas, including brownfield
and greenfield sites offering more choice of types and locations giving people better living
standards through East Renfrewshire implementing its Strategic Housing Investment Plan and
development in the M77 Corridor, Barrhead and Greenlaw

•

Expanding the choice of housing types to accommodate a more diverse population and offer
people a “green” and eco-friendly housing experience through development of “wired and
intelligent” housing allowing home/office solutions that meet some people’s needs and
development of green eco-homes that are energy and waste efficient.
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4.13

Communicating the Action Being Planned

4.13.1

Key Audience Segmentation

We were asked to identify the key audience groups we believe should be targeted with
communications about the vision, the brand strategy and the action being planned to realise them, to
identify the key messages we would seek to deliver to them, and the communication channels that are
likely to be most effective for each segment.
We envisaged that these segments could flex and be added to over time should circumstances dictate,
or the emphasis of the Place to Grow campaign shift.
Our segmentation seeks to split the audience into manageable and targetable groups. Targeting is
important, as segments are only useful if they can be reached.
Our proposed top-line segmentation, shown in Figure 7 below, divides the target audience into
businesses and consumers, who would clearly be targeted in very different ways. We then subsegment businesses into occupiers & potential occupiers, developers and event organisers – an
important segment for building day-visits. Consumers are split into residents, future residents, and dayvisitors.
As well as showing who should be targeted, it shows, by their omission, groups which will not be
targeted. Knowing this will help prevent wastage, such as targeting advertising through publications
where there are a substantial number from the non-targeted groups. Non-targeted groups include for
example industrial developers & commercial office developers.
Figure 7 – Segmentation of the Market for Brand Messaging

4.13.2 Messaging
The messaging strategies for the various segments are designed to focus on the attributes of A Place
to Grow that most closely coincide with the interests and objectives of the segments. For instance the
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quality of education provision would be used to future residents with reference to their children,
whereas for potential business occupiers it would be used to show the quality of the local employee
base.
Below we illustrate a couple of examples of the range of messages that a comprehensive Experience
Masterplan can generate for target audiences.

Occupiers & Potential Occupiers – A Place to Run a Business
The key messages from the plan for this group are on:
High quality education provision – The area has top performing schools with great exam results and
an increasingly skilled local workforce. The quality of the education system means that the local
workforce is already skilled and capable, and understands how to learn, so will be highly receptive to
further specialist training. Further, the local education system will be attractive to any staff relocating
with the employer.
Quality environment & leisure offer – This is a great play to live and play. For staff of relocating
companies the environment they find themselves in is paramount. The quality of the East Renfrewshire
environment and the expanding local leisure offer will create a very attractive living and playing
experience, a great place to relocate to.
Housing market strength & prosperity – This place has a very strong housing market that’s rising in
value. Any occupier will want to move into an area where there is housing market strength. This will
give confidence that staff relocating in will be happy, that locally recruited staff will not be so tempted to
move away for non-work reasons, and that recruiting new staff from the wider area will be eased by the
attractiveness of living in the area.
This is a well-connected place with great infrastructure links – The area’s proximity to road, rail
and air links is a great advantage for businesses. Our connections are important – both for meeting
customers and delivering product or service - and East Renfrewshire has excellent local, national and
international links.

Housing Developers – A Place to Invest
The key messages from the plan for this group are:
East Renfrewshire has a shared, comprehensive and imaginative vision for its future
development - The Council positively backs development in specified areas and developers will know
where they stand.
For a housing developer it is imperative that a local authority has got its act together. A local plan
outlining where and what types of development will be encouraged is a powerful attractor to developers
who can deliver what is desired.
East Renfrewshire has a developer friendly approach to planning – Developers will be supported
by dedicated teams of Council officer to ensure that desired proposals happen. Developers will know
they can get the job done – planning can be a strong negative, so the ER approach – with an A-Team
brought in for large applications – will be attractive. Knowing that less time and money will be spent
obtaining permission will attract many.
ER has a buoyant housing market where demand outstrips supply - ER has Scotland’s best
housing market which will draw developers, particularly if they can see locations where existing and
planned infrastructure permits opportunity to be realised.

Retail Developers – A Place to Invest
An area with significant residents’ spending power – The prosperity of the area with respect to
neighbouring areas will be a huge positive factor for retailers, and in particular for retailers targeting
those with a higher disposable income. Homewares, fashion, high-end grocers and so on will be
enticed by the wealthy catchment. Retail property developers will be able to position the sites they
might create.
A great opportunity for niche/independents – The area will attract developers who like to attract
niche/independent retailers as this fits with policy and it will be useful to emphasise how the
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demographics of the shoppers on the high streets favour specialist retailers, or those with a connection
to the local area.

Leisure Developers
A positive Council to partner with to secure development – East Renfrewshire is a pro-active
council which actively showcases and promotes the leisure opportunities within its area. This will be
attractive to hotel and leisure destination developers, who could find themselves central to the council’s
promotion of the local leisure offer. This will be a good reason to choose to develop in ER.

Event Organisers – A Place to Visit
Our events are successful and very accessible to people in Greater Glasgow - Event organisers
will be attracted to the area with its parks and recreation sites and its well-heeled population, a useful
group to target. They look for places with good venues, the right infrastructure, and a thriving events
culture that has room for expansion. With private sector event organisers adding to the council’s
programme, the event choice will be significantly enhanced, and the prospects for day visitors grown.

Existing Residents – A Place to Live and be Healthy
Live in a place with top performing local schools - The quality of the education provision will
encourage people want to stay in the area.
It’s a very accessible place - The ever-improving road and rail network and the proximity to Glasgow
Airport are good reasons to stay in East Renfrewshire.
It’s a place with a quality environment – With a well maintained and improving housing environment
close by a quality outdoor environment with new and developing outdoor activity and sports provision.

Day Visitors
It’s a place with a variety of destinations to visit, from classical Victorian parks to newly created
country parks, many with active outdoor leisure facilities and well preserved traditional historic
villages – The Council is taking a pro-active lead in developing the leisure and recreation offer of the
area with private leisure specialists, creating locations, outdoor & indoor, where there are a number of
sports attractions, locations like Whitelee, which will be very attractive to cyclists, runners, and other
outdoor enthusiasts.
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